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Liquid Order at the Interface of KDP Crystals with Water: Evidence for Icelike Layers
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We present a surface x-ray diffraction study on the KDP-water interface in which the structure of
both the crystalline and liquid part of the interface has been measured. We have been able to determine
the ordering components in the liquid in both the perpendicular and parallel directions. We find
interface-induced ordering in the first four layers of water molecules. The first two layers behave
icelike and are strongly bound to the surface. The next two layers are more diffuse and show only minor
lateral and perpendicular ordering. Subsequent layers are found to behave similar to a bulk liquid.
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the incorporation and diffusion of the growth units. reduces the background scattering from the bulk crystal.
Knowledge of the atomic structure of a solid-liquid
interface is important in order to understand the different
processes occurring at the interface such as crystal
growth, lubrication, wetting, or catalysis [1–4]. Owing
to the truncation of a crystal at the surface, the atomic
structure can differ from the bulk crystallographic struc-
ture. Similarly, the liquid near the interface may differ
from a bulk liquid, because it is influenced by the periodic
potential of the crystal surface and is expected to show
more ordering than in a bulk liquid. In the case of crystal
growth, these effects will influence parameters such as
the incorporation of impurities, the stability of a surface,
the growth speed, and the binding of molecules to the
surface.

Various theoretical and numerical studies [5–8] show
that a liquid at the interface of a crystal exhibits crystal-
induced ordering in the first three to four layers. The
ordering is predicted to be strongest in the perpendicular
direction (layering). Such layering has indeed been
observed in a few experimental studies [9–11]. The
weaker lateral component has been observed in mono-
layer thick Pb and Sn films on Ge(111) [12,13]. The
picture that emerges from these investigations is that
such a ‘‘quasiliquid’’ monolayer has both liquid and solid
character. A comparable mix of solid and liquid behavior
has been observed in the adsorption of argon on graphite
[14,15]. The only observation of lateral liquid ordering in
a thicker film was at the interface of solid Si with a Al-Si
alloy, where electron microscopy demonstrated this order
qualitatively [16].

In this Letter, we present an investigation of the struc-
ture of a solid-liquid interface of a crystal in contact with
its growth solution in which the ordering components of
the liquid near the interface are quantitatively determined
for the first time. We find interface-induced ordering in
the first four layers of water molecules. The first two
layers behave icelike and are strongly bound to the
surface. The next two layers are more diffuse and show
only minor lateral and perpendicular ordering. The highly
ordered ‘‘liquid’’ at the interface is expected to slow down
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As a model system for a solid-liquid interface in crys-
tal growth, we used the {101} face of KDP (KH2PO4)
crystals in contact with ultrathin water layers. KDP crys-
tals can be grown with high quality and are technologi-
cally important [17], e.g., in laser systems for harmonic
generation and optoelectrical switching. Grown from
aqueous solution, two different faces are observed on
the morphology of KDP crystals, the {101} and {100}
face. The surface structure of the two faces has been
determined previously [18]. The {101} face in contact
with a saturated aqueous solution of a few micrometers
thickness was found to be potassium terminated.

To investigate the atomic structure of the liquid at the
interface, surface x-ray diffraction (SXRD) is used.
SXRD can probe the atomic structure of an interface by
measuring diffracted intensities along so-called crystal
truncation rods [19]. These rods are tails of diffuse in-
tensity connecting the bulk Bragg peaks in the direction
perpendicular to the surface. Their exact shape is deter-
mined by the interface atomic structure. A partly ordered
liquid at the interface will contribute to the diffraction
signal from the substrate with a magnitude that depends
on the ordering. If the liquid layer is completely disor-
dered parallel to the interface, it does not contribute to
rods with an in-plane momentum transfer, but only to the
specular rod. If the liquid layer at the interface is partially
ordered owing to the periodic potential of the surface, it
contributes most strongly to rods with small in-plane
momentum transfer. Thus, the amount of ordering in the
liquid can be determined by measuring various rods with
different in-plane momentum transfer. Figure 1 shows a
schematic drawing of a crystal covered with a partly
ordered liquid layer and of the varying contribution of
the ordered liquid to the different rods in reciprocal space.

In order to detect the small signal from the liquid
structure a strong suppression of the background is nec-
essary. We achieved this by using ultrathin water layers.
This has a twofold benefit: (i) It reduces the background
scattering from the bulk liquid, and (ii) it makes it pos-
sible to use x rays with lower energies which in turn
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FIG. 2. The data for the �hk � �00 and �hk � �10 crystal
truncation rods, plotted as a function of l. The solid line is the
best fit using the model described in the text. The dashed line is
calculated using the model of de Vries et al. [18], excluding the
water layer.
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FIG. 1. Schematic drawing of a crystal covered with a partly
ordered liquid layer of thickness d. The contribution of the
(partially) ordered liquid to the substrate diffraction rods is
strongest in the specular rod and diminishes at higher parallel
momentum transfer (Qk) in reciprocal space.
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AFM and ellipsometry measurements indicate that in a
humid environment KDP crystals are covered with an
ultrathin water layer [20]. We therefore developed a spe-
cial temperature controlled ‘‘environment cell’’ in which
the relative humidity can be set to 100%. We performed
diffraction experiments under several conditions and with
different thickness of the water layer. Here we restrict
ourselves to the data at 45 �C, where the liquid film was
found to be 22 �A thick. By comparing this with the other
conditions, we found that this film is infinitely thick for as
far as the interface structure is concerned.

The diffraction experiments were performed at beam
lines ID3 and ID32 of the ESRF (Grenoble) using a
wavelength of �1 �A. The environment cell was mounted
on the diffractometer such that the crystal surface normal
was in the vertical plane. All data were obtained with a
1:0� incident angle and varying exit angles. We use a
surface unit cell for KDP{101} with lattice vectors which
are expressed in terms of the conventional tetragonal
lattice by a1 �

1
2 �111�, a2 �

1
2 �111�, and a3 � �101�

with ja1j � ja2j �
�������������������������������
1=2a2 � 1=4c2

p
and ja3j �����������������

a2 � c2
p

, where a � 7:45 �A and c � 6:97 �A are the
bulk lattice constants of KDP [21]. The corresponding
reciprocal lattice vectors fbig are defined by ai � bj �
2��ij. The momentum transfer Q, which is the difference
between the incoming and outgoing wave vectors, can be
described by the diffraction indices (hkl) in reciprocal
space: Q � hb1 � kb2 � lb3. Here h and k are integer
values and describe the in-plane part of the momentum
transfer, whereas l is unconstrained and refers to the
perpendicular component of the momentum transfer.

We measured an extensive data set, out of which two
rods are shown in Fig. 2. All measured intensities were
converted into structure factors by applying a standard
procedure [22]. Model calculations and fitting were done
using the ROD program [23], including the ROBACH
extension developed at the ESRF, Grenoble [24]. An
indication of the effect of the ordering of the liquid layer
on the diffracted intensity can be obtained by comparing
the measured structure factors with the ones calculated
using the model of De Vries et al. (Fig. 2), in which the
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effects of the liquid were ignored. As expected, large
differences are found for the specular rod and smaller
differences for the (10) rod, indicating ordering in the
water layer.

In order to determine the structure of the liquid, we
need a model that describes all features of the interface
shown in Fig. 1. Thus, the model must contain a crystal-
line part describing the KDP crystal surface and a liquid
part describing both the ordering properties as well as the
thickness of the water layer. A potassium terminated
KDP surface, where relaxation of the outermost potas-
sium and phosphate groups is allowed, is used to model
the crystalline part. The liquid part of the interface is
modeled with planes of oxygen atoms parallel to the
surface. Oxygen atoms are used instead of water mole-
cules because x rays are insensitive to hydrogen atoms. By
allowing oxygen occupancies larger than 1, we can cor-
rect for the fact that the water is probably saturated with
the more strongly scattering KDP. The oxygen distribu-
tion and periodicity within one layer follow the crystallo-
graphic lattice of the KDP surface, each layer consisting
of one oxygen atom per unit cell. The strength of the
ordering of each layer is fitted through anisotropic Debye-
Waller parameters for the oxygen atoms. A small in-plane
Debye-Waller parameter corresponds to a layer with high
lateral ordering that will contribute to all rods. Bulk
liquid layers that contribute only to the specular rod are
modeled by giving these a large in-plane Debye-Waller
parameter ( > 1000). We find that the model describes the
data well (goodness of fit 2 value of 2.1), including the
Kiessig fringe near l � 0:4 of the (00) rod that shows that
the total liquid film thickness is 22 �A. Table I lists the
066103-2



TABLE I. Best fit parameters. All positions (x, y, z) are expressed as fractions of the unit cell parameters. Values with a * were
fixed. The Debye-Waller (DW) parameters for O1 and O2 were found to converge close to the value for bulk ice and were fixed in the
final fit in order to reduce the number of parameters. The occupancy of the fifth oxygen layer and higher are coupled to the fourth
oxygen layer as indicated.

x y z DWk DW? Occupancy

On � � � � � � �1:51 � 0:1n 1000* 240(60) Occ�O4 �
1
2 � erfc��z� zmean=

���
2

p
�

O4 � � � � � � 1.51(2) 1000* 240(60) 1.1(1)
O3 0.50(5) 0.47(2) 1.48(2) 12(8) 160(30) 0.7 (1)
O2 0.20(5) 0.77(2) 1.44(2) 1.1* 1.1* 1.4(3)
O1 0.88(5) 0.13(2) 1.39(2) 1.1* 1.1* 2.1(1)
K� 0.75* 0.25* 1.26(3) 1.4* 1.4* 0.69 (4)

H2PO�
4 0.125* �0:125� 1.13(2) 0.85* 0.85* 0.93 (2)
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best-fit parameters and Fig. 2 shows the best-fit model
calculation for the (00) and (01) rods. Note that these
results are fully consistent with the data (not shown) at
the other conditions and that the error bars reflect this.We
find small outward relaxations for the topmost K and PO4

layers of 0:09 � 0:03 �A and 0:02 � 0:02 �A, respectively.
These values fully agree with the values found by DeVries
et al. [18].

Somewhat surprisingly, we find the first two water
layers near the crystal surface to be well ordered.
Subsequent oxygen layers rapidly lose their order; the
third layer has both lateral and perpendicular order, the
fourth layer only perpendicular. Figure 3 shows the inter-
face structure including the two well-ordered water
layers. The two atoms are in close contact with the top-
most crystal layer, with which the atoms apparently have
quite a strong interaction. Our data show that both atoms
have a small Debye-Waller parameter with a value close
to the bulk value for ice, indicating a more icelike than
liquidlike behavior.

The two oxygen atoms occupy different lateral posi-
tions in the unit cell (Fig. 3). The oxygen atoms in the first
water layer are very close to the extrapolated lattice
position of a next potassium layer. This may imply that
this layer, in fact, consists of potassium ions and could be
an indication of preordering of these ions in the liquid
near the KDP surface. To verify this, a fit was made where
the first ordered layer of oxygen atoms is replaced with
InterfaceO1

O2

H PO2 4

K

FIG. 3. Schematic side view of the KDP {101} surface, in-
cluding the two well-ordered water layers represented by O
atoms. The first O layer is located close to the extrapolated
position of a next K layer.
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potassium ions. This results in an equally good fit as in
the case of oxygen atoms, but with a reduced occupancy.
However, the distance between the two outermost K
layers shows an unrealistic 30% compression. It is thus
more likely that this layer consists of water molecules that
can form hydrogen bonds with the outermost phosphate
group (the distance is 3 �A). The oxygen atoms of the
second ordered layer are located near the outermost po-
tassium ions and may shield the charge of these ions.

A convenient way to visualize the results is with a
projection of the electron density distribution on the z
axis. The in-plane order of the water layer can be taken
into account using an additional term in the density
distribution depending on the in-plane momentum trans-
fer and in-plane Debye-Waller parameters. Then the den-
sity distribution ( �z) across the interface contributing to a
rod with an in-plane momentum transfer qk can be calcu-
lated by a summation over all individual contributions of
atoms i using

�z �
X
i

Zini exp

�
�q2

i;k

DWi;k

16�2

�
1

�i;?
����
�

p exp

�
��zi � z2

�2
i;?

�
;

(1)

where Z is the atomic number, n is the occupancy, DWk is

the in-plane Debye-Waller parameter, �? �
�����������������������
DW?=4�2

p
is the mean square vibration amplitude in the out-of-plane
direction, and zi is the position of atom i. The first
exponential depends on the parallel momentum transfer
and shows to which extent the different rods are sensitive
to the liquid structure. This factor is 1 for the specular
rod, where the parallel momentum transfer is zero and
decreases for the other rods depending on the in-plane
Debye-Waller factor. In this way, an electron density is
obtained depending on the in-plane order of the layer and
the momentum transfer. The electron density distribution
for the specular rod is the ‘‘genuine’’ distribution, includ-
ing the diffuse part of the liquid layer. The profile for the
other rods shows the part of the electron density that
corresponds to this particular Fourier component in the
liquid.
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FIG. 4. Electron density distribution across the interface. The
electron density is normalized to the electron density of water.
The density distribution is shown for three parallel momentum
transfers, �hk � �00 (dashed line), �hk � �10 (dotted line),
and �hk � �20 (solid line, shown in inset). In addition, the
dash-dotted line gives the electron density of a saturated KDP
solution. The inset shows an enlargement of the interface area.
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Figure 4 shows the electron density profiles across the
interface. In all cases, we see the two well-ordered oxygen
peaks near the surface. The (10) and (20) profiles show in
addition a weak contribution from the third water layer.
The density for the (00) rod clearly shows the entire
diffuse water layer with a density close to that of a
saturated solution, as expected. From the (00) profile,
we find a very gradual liquid/gas interface. Since for our
thin layers capillary waves should not play a significant
role, this large interface width may be caused by local
thickness variations in the film.

The icelike layer at the interface will influence the
crystal growth. Growth units can only reach the crystal
surface through this layer, and the attachment of the units
should therefore be reduced. The activation energy asso-
ciated with the diffusion through the icelike layer could
be one of the rate-limiting factors in the growth [25]. In
addition, the surface diffusion of growth units likely
occurs on top of the icelike layer, because this will be
faster than diffusion at the crystal surface itself. The
structure of the icelike layer at a step edge is not known,
but the effective liquid order is likely to be less. This
would favor incorporation at the step edges with respect
to two-dimensional nucleation [26].

On the electrochemical interface of RuO2�110 with
water, also icelike layers have been found, but no partly
ordered water [27]. Thin water films have been exten-
sively studied in the context of wetting on (biological)
materials [3] and evidence for icelike layers was found on
mica surfaces [28,29]. Even though mica does not dis-
solve in water, while in our case the water contains
20 wt % KDP, our x-ray diffraction results lend support
for the icelike layers on mica and are in fact a more direct
structural determination than the methods used previ-
ously [11,29].
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In general, our observations agree with earlier theo-
retical studies that predicted a stronger perpendicular
than lateral ordering. The highly ordered first two water
layers were unexpected for this crystal in contact with its
growth solution. These layers must arise from the strong
interactions with the ionic surface, similar to the hydra-
tion layers around isolated ions, and deserve further
theoretical investigation.
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